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Inside as Outside, Everything Is but Poetry

 Long before the use of the cinematograph, it was certainly well-
known that “everything appears yellow to whomever is jaundiced,” as 
Lucretius noted, that “the world is but abuse,” as Villon complained, 
and that “A Thousand and One Nights govern the world,” as Voltaire 
mused. Still, a few reflections inspired by the cinematograph might 
better contribute to demonstrating the inconsistency of the last notions 
still generally held to be quasi-certain truths, the permanent founda-
tions of knowledge. Hence, today, the reality of space and time, de-
terminism and freedom, matter and spirit, or the universe’s continuity 
and discontinuity loses its contours, its consistency, its necessity, and 
tends to become a conditional, floating, allegorical, and intermittent 
reality: all in all, it becomes poetry.
 If we are slowly learning, and without too many regrets, that 
all we can know of the outside world is an arrangement of more or 
less useful fables, as soon as it is a matter of self-examination, hu-
mans—who have always had a high idea of themselves—stubbornly 
refuse to reconsider who they are. Surely, this impregnable vener-
ation of the self is necessary to endure, that is to say, to mask the 
vile aspects of living. And the Socratic precept, though unrealizable 
in full, may be dangerous to follow for the legions who would sink 
into self-disgust and self-loathing if, in getting to know themselves 
slightly less poorly, they lacked the courage to accept what they saw. 
Happy are the weak-minded, the complete extroverts, all muscle, in-
stinct and action, who know not to know themselves! But the rest, the 
majority among the civilized, are not so obtuse that they don’t suffer 
from this more or less acute conflict, the sources of all psychoses: 
needing to imagine themselves, thus to know themselves, at the same 
time as they refuse to accept themselves as soon as their deeper per-
sonality is laid bare.

The Machine for the Confession of Souls

 The horror, or at the very least the embarrassment, that a 
filmed individual feels in front of his animated image, leads us to 
suspect that it publicized something of the personal secret which 
the subject forced himself not to know. All the little people, the 
hunchbacks, the pockmarked, and the obese, long accustomed to 
their reflection in mirrors inverted right-to-left, see themselves as 
less ungraceful than nature made them; all humans, in the labor of 
their imagination, judge themselves to be less cowardly and two-
faced—almost as honest, handsome, and intelligent or distinguished 
as can be. The cinematographic lens displays no such complacency. 
What viewers notice first in their on screen double is the vulgarity 
of their attitude, the awkwardness of their gesture, or this shame in 
their eyes that they had so endeavored, successfully they thought, in 
concealing. But the ghost speaks as well, in a voice that the living, 
in all sincerity, do not and cannot recognize, because they have nev-
er heard it from the outside before, born by another breath than his 
or her own. The microphone and the loud-speaker transmit accents 
of an unbearable immodesty, disclosing the naiveté of false pride, 
the bitterness of denied failures, the worry underneath assurance 
and laughter—all the weakness and deceit of a character thinking 
itself straight, weathered, and victorious over itself. Few are the con-
fessors capable of seeing and listening as deep into the soul as the 
glassy gaze of the photo-electric ear!
 Fortunately for him, very quickly after the third or fourth 
projection, the viewer and listener of his own distress, regaining his 
self-control, will be absolved again: he will have corrected himself, 
renewing the lies of his impressions, healing the most caustic of his 
flayed wounds.

A Clairvoyance That Can Help Justice

 Certainly, the speaking image of a person doesn’t reveal his 
truth. However, if we gauge the reaction of filmed subjects—who 
scratch where it itches—we must recognize that the lucidities of the 
screen present a psychological transect of its characters at the level 
of the slightest lie as well as purest sincerity. American courts have 
already taken stock of, and legally used, this inquisitive power of the 
cinematograph, particularly for ascertaining maternal rights by ob-

serving the reactions of infants placed, suddenly and successively, be-
fore two women claiming to be their mother.
 This process would provide finer and more reliable results if 
cinematographic slow motion was employed (as long as it was a viable 
slow motion that would not extinguish expression). Studied in close 
up, through image and sound, mimicry and voice, an interrogation 
would reveal many jolts of surprise, defensive clenchings, worries, 
hesitations, and anxieties of the accused, or, on the contrary, would 
show the disbelief, the assurance, the faultless indignation of a sub-
ject of good faith wrongly suspected. Of course, all this would not go 
without the possibility of error, and yet, with many more chances to 
see justice, it also has the advantage of avoiding having to resort to 
brutality for confession.

From the Sacrament of Penitence to 
Psychoanalysis

 It is not only for justice that psychological scrutiny through 
the cinematograph might be useful. For a long time now, humans 
have vaguely felt their anxieties, from a simple scruple to downright 
psychosis—anxieties they suffer when the pleasing idea they made 
and want to retain of themselves doesn’t succeed in sufficiently re-
pressing the revelations of a looming stranger self who is contempt-
ible, threatening, and monstrous—are diminished or appeased by the 
confession of this angst, and of its cause, through its exteriorization 
in speech, through its rejection, then, outside the inner world. This 
relief is confirmed by the adage, “an offense admitted is half for-
given,” and it explains why Catholicism instituted the sacrament of 
penitence as an outlet for the venomous fermentations of the mind. 
Although with brilliance, Freud did nothing more when perfecting 
this therapy into psychoanalysis.
 In the areas of education and therapy, the cinematograph, es-
pecially through slow motion, offers the means of a sound introduc-
tion to psychoanalysis, with a useful detection, not so much for the 
truly disturbed as for the large crowds of paranormals, many of whom 
are capable of becoming acquainted with their imbalance and under-
standing their behavioral problems in order to get them in check or 
correct them to a large extent.

Knowing Ourselves Better, in 
Order to Better Lie to Ourselves

 If typical and irremediable anomalies remain exceptions, 
nonetheless there exists a quasi-majority, a great number of half-wor-
ried subjects, intermittently anxious, grossly ashamed, or very shy, 
whose slight imbalance might be amended to the extent that the source 
of their problem may be brought to their consciousness. That is where 
the slow motion of both the cinematograph and sound should be able 
to render great services to an attentive and patient observer.
 More generally, the cinematographic analysis is usable for 
what we may call lessons in upkeep that are extremely necessary for 
many professions and social conditions. Hence, public figures, offi-
cials, orators, lawyers, celebrities, even small business owners or indi-
viduals concerned with a good appearance—that is to say, everyone—
would greatly benefit from seeing themselves on screen over and over, 
listening to themselves like actors do, progressively correcting their 
imperfections, perfecting their role, and learning to lie through it in 
an entirely convincing way. In this case, the cinematograph uncovers 
disagreeable truths only for the purpose of squashing them: this appa-
ratus of sincerity is just as much a school of lies.

—1946

Chapter 7 of The Intelligence of a Machine, trans. Christophe Wall-Romana (Minne-
apolis: Univocal, 2014); originally published as L’Intelligence d’une machine 
(Paris: éd. Jacques Melot, 1946). Courtesy of Indepencia editions and Univocal 
Publishing.



The Psychology of Machines

 A driver who knows his car well speaks of it with the same 
terms a rider uses to speak of his horse. He calls it docile or reticent, 
soft or responsive, supple and reliable, or stubborn and touchy. He 
knows the best way to handle it to derive the maximum of efforts 
from it: at times he uses gentleness, at other times roughness; some-
times he gives it a rest, or lets it go and pushes it to the utmost, from 
the beginning to the end of a run. Two engines of the same brand 
and same series are rarely the same: each displays its own character 
through the particulars of its behavior. This is because the complexity 
of the inner structure and interactions of a mechanical organism leads 
to the individualization of the machine and impels, with regard to its 
overall working, a tinge of unpredictability which signals the very be-
ginning of what we call, at varying degrees of development, freedom, 
will, or soul.

Depending on their complexity and subtlety, all instruments 
that require the attentive care of humans, so as to ensure their optimal 
use, acquire from this attention, albeit implicitly, certain psychological 
characteristics. And, as anyone can attest, it is a fact that a fountain 
pen becomes used to a certain penmanship with such attunement that 
it will not allow variation; a watch that faithfully kept time for twen-
ty years in the father’s pocket will stop working in a few days when 
handed down to his son, mindful as he may be, for even the watch-
maker cannot restore the personal climate in which the mechanism 
has become accustomed to live.

Whether Mechanical or Organic, 
the Complexity of an Apparatus Creates 

Its Own Psychic Aspect

 A cell is certainly a being, but a soul emerges only through 
a colony of cells, all the more clearly when the colony is constitut-
ed of numerous and better-differentiated elements within a coop-
erative whole of a higher organization. A spring, a cog, or a valve 
are only die-cast metal, but a community of gears and pistons, 
functionally assembled, displays tendencies, habits and whims 
that form a rudiment of mind—and this psychological aspect is all 
the more apparent when the mechanism has a complex structure 
and complex functions. At a certain degree of multiplicity and 
architectural and functional sophistication, machines routinely 
behave in such a way that humans, against their better judgment, 
must recognize a kind of habituation in them. It amounts to a con-
vergence of sensibility and memory, and also implies some kind 
of choice and discernment about proper and improper working, 
that is to say, between good and evil, as well as some latitude, 
some fantasy—a trace of freedom by the system in response to 
the forces we impress upon it and within it. Hence the fundamen-
tal observation of Ribot, who underlined the fact that the psyche 
emerges through the growth of the number of possible reactions 
among multiple nervous components, may be transposed into the 
inorganic world where it applies to the interplay of mechanical 
elements.

Linked to the Functioning of a Whole That We 
Cannot Easily Locate, the Spiritual Character is 

Foremost Ubiquitous

 Seeking to recognize the slightest bit of spirit in a farm trac-
tor might seem excessive. But, to begin with, what is spirit? We gen-
erally only agree upon what it seems not to be: it couldn’t be mate-
rial because we cannot exactly situate its insertion points in matter, 
nor can we fathom how it communicates with and commands mat-
ter. A good part of the human soul has been assigned residence in 
the brain, yet the heart, kidneys, liver, gallbladder and other still 
more mysterious organs have also claimed the honor of housing 

our invisible spirituality. The soul is everywhere in humans, and 
nowhere in particular. It results from the whole of organic function. 
Similarly, the personal character of a motor does not dwell exclu-
sively in this or that part: carburetor or magneto, piston or cylinder 
head. This character is also an impalpable being, a global product 
of the activity of all mechanical organs. 
 Much simpler figures also possess a characteristic aspect that 
we cannot connect to any of their parts, but to which the collabora-
tion of all these parts is indispensable. Hence the essential virtue of a 
Euclidian triangle is that the sum of its angles equals two right angles. 
Where does the character of this species come from? Neither from 
one angle nor the other, nor from its sides or heights or surface: it is 
everywhere and nowhere, it is a spirit.

Beyond the Spirituality Common to 
All Superior Machines, the Cinematograph 

Develops Its Own Genius

 Like any mechanism, and proportionally to its own degree 
of complexity, the cinematographic apparatus—in its multiplicity, 
comprising both camera and projector, sound recording and repro-
duction devices, and all their assemblies—possesses this personality 
that characterizes all superior objects, though in this case it might 
appear diffuse on account of the different contraptions through which 
it is implemented: thus it represents the collective personality of a 
small society of machines. However, beyond these characters of first 
individualization, a usual occurrence in the world of machines, the 
cinematograph displays its own genius loud and clear, of which no 
other mechanism has until now given such a pointed example.
 Other systems born of the human mind, especially optical 
ones, have certainly reacted to it for a long time, allowing the hu-
man mind to reform and considerably develop its theories of the 
universe. Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newton and Laplace were 
trained to rethink the world according to the images their astro-
nomical telescopes delivered to them from the sky, in the same way 
that Spallanzani, Claude Bernard, and Pasteur were led to build 
or rebuild anatomy, physiology and pathology in accordance with 
the particular vision of their magnifying glasses and microscopes. 
Still, these enlarging lenses only multiply and transform—exclu-
sively visual—uni-sensorial data that address only one category 
of the mind, optical extent [étendue]. Hence the modifications that 
these instruments propose to philosophical and scientific concep-
tions can only present themselves to intelligence by way of the spa-
tial category in the same way as ordinary messages from a single 
sense, however important it may be: sight. For the researcher or 
the philosopher, a telescope can do nothing more than amplify the 
work of the external perception of an organ—an artificial super-eye 
that sees farther or closer or deeper, but does nothing else but look, 
unable as it is to mechanically combine data belonging to several 
rational categories. In other words, it cannot think.
 The cinematograph differs from solely optical apparatus-
es firstly in that it gathers information pertaining to two distinct 
senses from the outside world, and secondly and foremost, in that, 
in and of itself, it presents this bi-sensorial data as arranged into 
specific rhythms of succession. The cinematograph is a witness 
that recounts a figure of sensible reality that is not only spatial but 
temporal, integrating its representations into an architecture whose 
relief presupposes the synthesis of two intellectual categories (ex-
tension and duration), a synthesis in which a third category emerges 
almost automatically: causation. Through this power of effecting 
diverse combinations, the cinematograph, though it may be purely 
mechanical, proves to be more than an instrument of enlargement 
or replacement for one or several of the sense organs. Through this 
power, which is one of the fundamental characteristics of any intel-
lectual activity among living beings, the cinematograph stands out 
as a substitute and annex of the organ in which the faculty that co-
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ordinates perceptions is generally located—the brain—the alleged 
center of intelligence.
 No, the thinking machine is not exactly a utopia any longer; 
the cinematograph, like the computing machine, represents its first 
implementation, already working far better than a rough model. Leib-
niz, who obtained the notes and drafts left by Pascal, succeeded in 
working out the cog system that the Jansenist mathematician had in-
vented without being able to make it function properly. Since then, 
evermore perfected, a purely mechanical device knows how to group 
the numbers it is provided in accordance with the fundamental al-
gorithms of mathematics, not exactly in the same way the human 
mind does, but better, since it is errorless. Yet—one might object—
this machine does not think. Then what is it actually doing when its 
work replaces the cerebral task of the calculator to perfection? We 
should recognize that a mechanical thinking exists alongside organic 
thought, and while it resembles organic thinking, we are only begin-
ning to learn to activate this mechanical thinking that will expand in 
future robots and whose implementation is logically prescribed by the 
development of our civilization. This mechanical pre-thought would 
seem to be unconscious: but this presents an objection neither to its 
existence nor to its affiliation with the human soul, since today we 
agree that the latter is largely unknown to itself.

The Philosophy of the 
Cinematograph

 The cinematograph is among the still partially intellectual 
robots that, with two photo and electro-mechanical senses, as well 
as a photochemical recording memory, shapes representations—that 
is, thought—in which we discern the primordial framework of rea-
son: the three categories of extension, duration, and causation. This 
would already be a remarkable result if cinematographic thought, as 
in the case of the calculating machine, were only mimicking human 
ideation. On the contrary, we know that the cinematograph inscribes 
its own character within its representations of the universe with such 
originality that it makes this representation not simply a record or 
copy of the conceptions of its organic mastermind [mentalité-mère], 
but indeed a differently individualized system, partly independent, 
comprising the seed of the development of a philosophy that strays far 
enough from common opinions so as to be called an anti-philosophy.

—1946

Chapter 8 of The Intelligence of a Machine, trans. Christophe Wall-Romana (Minne-
apolis: Univocal, 2014); originally published as L’Intelligence d’une machine 
(Paris: éd. Jacques Melot, 1946). Courtesy of Independencia editions and Univocal 
Publishing.


